We provide a deformation, f β , of Lusztig algebra f . Various quantum algebras in literatures, including half parts of two-parameter quantum algebras, quantum superalgebras, and multi-parameter quantum algebras/superalgebras, are all specializations of f β . Moreover, f β is isomorphic to Lusztig algebra f up to a twist. As a consequence, half parts of those quantum algebras are isomorphic to Lusztig algebra f over a big enough ground field up to certain twists. We further construct the entire algebra U β,ξ by Drinfeld double construction. As special cases, above quantum algebras all admit a Drinfeld double construction under certain assumptions.
Introduction
In [FL] , the first author and Li constructed an algebra by using mixed perverse sheaves on representation varieties of a quiver, and showed that the algebra is isomorphic to the negative part of two-parameter quantum algebras defined in literatures. As a byproduct, the half part of two-parameter quantum algebras is isomorphic to that of Lusztig algebra f defined in [L10, Chapter 1] after a twist involving only the second parameter. Later on, in [CFLW] , Clark-Fan-Li-Wang showed that under certain assumptions, the half part of quantum superalgebras is isomorphic to its non-super analogue after a twist. These results provided a novel way to study problems related to two-parameter quantum algebras/quantum superalgebras, for example, in [C17] , the author showed that knot invariants from quantum algebra and its super analogy are the same using the twist in [CFLW] .
It's a natural question how far the above results can be generalized to? In this paper, we provide a deformation f β of the Lusztig algebra f associated with a Cartan datum (I, ·) over F, where F is a ground field containing Q(v) and α, β : N[I] × N[I] → F are two multiplicative bilinear forms. Various quantum algebras in literatures, including two-parameter quantum algebras in [FL] , quantum superalgebras in [CHW] , multi-parameter quantum algebras in [HPR] and multi-parameter quantum superalgebras in [KKO] , are all specializations of f β . We further show the following theorem (Theorem 1 in Section 2.2).
Theorem A F or all homogenous elements x, y ∈ f β , let x * y = γ(|x|, |y|) xy, then
where γ : N[I]×N[I] → F is a multiplicative bilinear f orm satisf ying (5).
As special cases, Theorem A shows that half parts of those quantum algebras are isomorphic to Lusztig algebra f after certain twists. This partially answers the earlier question we raised. Theorem A also indicates that there might be some relationships among the representations of those quantum algebras. In fact, in [FLL] , Fan-Li-Lin proved that the categories of weight modules of those quantum algebras are all equivalent.
We note that the twisted * -product on f β is a variant of the deformations defined in [FL, Section 4] (resp. [CFLW, Section 2] ) relating one-parameter quantum groups to its two-parameter analogy (resp. super analogy). Surprisingly, the choice of γ(−, −) in Theorem A is not unique. So Theorem A not only generalizes the results in [FL] (resp. [CFLW] ) to other quantum algebras, but also discovers new phenomena for two-parameter quantum algebras (resp. quantum superalgebras).
Drinfeld [D87] built a braided Hopf algebra out of any finite-dimensional Hopf algebra with the invertible antipode, which is called "the Drinfeld double construction", providing the solution of the Yang-Baxter equation. In recent years, Drinfeld doubles have been studied by various authors as a useful tool of recovering the entire quantum groups from half parts. Xiao [X97] got a complete realization of quantum groups by applying the reduced form of the Drinfeld double of a Hall algebra to the generic composition algebra. Benkart-Witherspoon [BW] characterized two-parameter quantum groups of type A as the Drinfeld double of the certain Hopf subalgebras with respect to a skew-dual paring. Following this work, Bergeron-Gao-Hu [BGH] provided the Drinfeld double construction of two-parameter quantum groups of types B, C and D. Moreover, Hu-Rosso-Zhang [HRZ] , Hu-Zhang [HZ] and Gao-Hu-Zhang [GHZ] gave the Drinfeld double construction of two-parameter quantum affine algebras U r,s ( sl n ), U r,s (C (1) n ) and U r,s (G (1) 2 ), respectively.
In this paper, we study the entire quantum group of the algebra f β by constructing a Drinfeld double U β,ξ , where ξ : N[I] × N[I] → F is a symmetric multiplicative bilinear form. As special cases, two-parameter quantum algebras, quantum superalgebras, and multi-parameter quantum algebras/superalgebras all admit a Drinfeld double construction. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide the deformation f β of Lusztig algebra f in [L10, Chapter 1] and show that f β is isomorphic to the ordinary quantum algebra up to a twist. In Section 3, we construct the Drinfeld double, U β,ξ , of the algebra f β as a Hopf algebra. In Section 4, we provide various specializations of U β,ξ which are shown to be isomorphic to various quantum algebras in literatures.
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Deformation of half part of quantum algebras
In this section, we provide a deformation, f β , of the Lusztig algebra in [L10, Chapter 1] depending on two multiplicative bilinear forms α, β : N[I] × N[I] → F and study some examples of f β .
2.1.
Deformation of the Lusztig algebra. Let us fix a Cartan datum (I, ·). We simply write d i = i·i 2 and a ij = 2 i·j i·i . Let v be an indeterminate. We set v i = v d i for all i ∈ I. Given a field F containing Q(v), let α, β : N[I] × N[I] → F be two multiplicative bilinear forms satisfying the following properties:
(i) β(i, j)α(j, i) = β(j, i)α(i, j), ∀i, j ∈ I; (ii) β(i, j)β(j, i) = 1, ∀i, j ∈ I, we further assume that β(i, i) = 1. Let ′ f be the free unital associative F-algebra generated by {θ i , i ∈ I}. The algebra ′ f is an N[I]-graded algebra if we set the grading of θ i to be i. For any homogenous element x ∈ ′ f, we denote by |x| the grading of x.
We define an algebra structure on ′ f ⊗ ′ f by
for any homogenous elements
for any homogenous elements x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 ∈ ′ f.
Proof. The proof for Proposition 13 in [FL] works through if we replace t 2(2δ ij Ω ii −Ω ij ) and t Ω ji −Ω ij by corresponding bilinear forms α(i, j) and β(i, j), respectively. For part (c), one need use the property (i).
Let J be the radical of the bilinear form (−, −). It is clear that J is a two-sided ideal of ′ f. Denote the quotient algebra of ′ f by J by
For any i ∈ I, let r i (resp. i r) : ′ f → ′ f be the unique linear map satisfying the following properties:
By an induction on |x|, we can show that r(x) = r i (x) ⊗ θ i (resp. r(x) = θ i ⊗ i r(x)) plus other terms. By this property, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 1. (a)
For any x, y ∈ ′ f, we have (yθ i , x) = α(|y|, i)(y, r i (x))(θ i , θ i ) and (θ i y, x) = α(i, |y|)(θ i , θ i )(y, i r(x)).
(b) For any i ∈ I, the linear maps i r, r i : ′ f → ′ f send J to itself.
By using the same argument as that for Lemma 1.2.15 in [L10] , we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2. If a homogenous element x ∈ f β satisfies that r i (x) = 0 (resp. i r(x) = 0) for all i ∈ I , then x = 0. For any n ∈ N and c ∈ F, we set
By comparing the exponents of v i and β(i, j), we have
(3) i r(D ij ) = 0. By Lemma 3 and the definition of j r again, we have
So we have (4) j r(D ij ) = 0.
Proposition follows (2),(3) and (4).
2.2.
Relation to the Lusztig algebra. Recall the definition of β(−, −) from the Section 2.1. We assume that there exits a multiplicative bilinear form γ : N[I] × N[I] → F satisfying the following property:
We define a new multiplication " * " on f β as follows.
x * y = γ(|x|, |y|)xy, for all homogenous elements x, y ∈ f β .
Recall that f is Lusztig algebra defined in [L10, Chapter 1] associated to a Cartan datum (I, ·). Let f F = f ⊗ Q(v) F. Theorem 1. If there exists γ(−, −) satisfying (5), then the map η : (f β , * ) → f F sending θ i to θ i for all i ∈ I is an algebra isomorphism.
Proof. By using (5) and Proposition 2, the algebra (f β , * ) is generated by θ i , i ∈ I and subjects to the following relations:
Thus,
This finishes the proof.
Remark 1. In general, the choice of γ(−, −) satisfying (5) is not unique if it exists. Therefore the twist in Theorem 1 is not unique.
2.3.
Examples. In this subsection, we shall give some examples of f β . Although the results for Examples 1 and 2 have been found in [FL] and [CFLW] , respectively, by Remark 1, the twists in Examples 1 and 2 are not unique. We shall provide a new twist for two-parameter quantum algebras (resp. quantum superalgebras). To the best of our knowledge, results for Examples 3, 4 and 5 are new in literatures.
Example 1. We briefly review the two-parameter quantum algebra f v,t defined in [FL] , where t is the second indeterminate. For a fixed Cartan datum (I, ·), let Ω = (Ω ij ) i,j∈I be an integer matrix satisfying that
The two-parameter quantum algebra f v,t associated to Ω is the associative Q(v, t)-algebra generated by θ i , ∀i ∈ I and subjects to the following relations.
Under these settings, Properties (i), (ii) in Section 2.1 and (5) hold, and the construction in Section 2.1 turns into the construction in [FL, Section 3] . Under the specialization
, where x * y = γ(|x|, |y|)xy. This result has been found in [FL] . We note if we set
the result in Theorem 1 still holds.
Example 2. Recall the definition of the quantum superalgebra f v,i from [CHW] . We assume that (I, ·) is a bar-consistent Cartan super datum. By bar-consistent, we mean that d i is odd if and only if i is odd. Let P : I → Z 2 be the parity function such that P(i) = 1 if i is odd and 0 otherwise. We set t = i, the complex number such that i 2 = −1, and q = v −1 t.
The quantum superalgebra f v,i associated to (I, ·) is the associative Q(v, i)algebra generated by θ i , ∀i ∈ I and subjects to the following relations.
We set F = Q(v, i) and
In particular, β(i, i) = 1. We further fix an order " < " on I and set
Under these settings, Properties (i), (ii) in Section 2.1 and (5) hold, and the construction in Section 2.1 turns into the construction in [CHW] . Moreover, we have
This result has been found in [CFLW] . If we set
Example 3. Recall the definition of the multi-parameter quantum algebra f v,q from [HPR] . For a fixed Cartan datum (I, ·), let A = (a ij ) i,j∈I be an associated generalized Cartan matrix and q ij , ∀i, j ∈ I, be indeterminates over Q such that q ij q ji = q a ij ii . We set q = (q ij ) i,j∈I and further assume that (7) q ii = v −2 i , ∀i ∈ I. The multi-parameter quantum algebra f v,q associated to (I, ·) is the associative Q(v, q 1/2 ij )-algebra generated by θ i , ∀i ∈ I and subjects to the following relations.
Under the settings in (8),
ij ) under the assumption (7), where x * y = γ(|x|, |y|)xy. 
, (s ij s ji ) 2 = 1, and s ij s ji = p −1 ij p ji . We further assume that
The multi-parameter quantum superalgebra f s,p associated to (I, ·) is the associative Q(v 1/2 , s ij , p ij )-algebra generated by θ i , ∀i ∈ I and subjects to the following relations.
We set F = Q(v 1/2 , s ij , p ij ) and
Under the settings in (12), (11), where x * y = γ(|x|, |y|)xy.
Example 5. Recall the definition of the multi-parameter quantum superalgebra fs ,p from [KKO, Section 3] . For a fixed bar-consistent super Cartan datum (I, ·), lets := {s ij } i,j∈I andp := {p i } i∈I be families of invertible elements of a commutative ring Q(p
The multi-parameter quantum superalgebra fs ,p associated to (I, ·) is the associative Q(v,s ij )-algebra generated by θ i , ∀i ∈ I and subjects to the following relations.
We set F = Q(v,s ij ) and
Under the settings in (14), f β = fs ,p .
By Theorem 1, (fs ,p , * ) is isomorphic to f ⊗ Q(v) Q(v,s ij ) under the assumption (13), where x * y = γ(|x|, |y|)xy.
3.
Drinfeld double of f β 3.1. We review briefly the Drinfeld double construction in [X97] . For a Hopf algebra A, we shall denote by ∆ A , ε A and S A its comultiplication, counit and antipode, respectively. 
And the comultiplication ∆ A⊗B , counit ε A⊗B and antipode S A⊗B of A⊗B are given as follows.
where ∆ A (x) = x 1 ⊗ x 2 and ∆ B (y) = y 1 ⊗ y 2 .
The Hopf algebras
Recall that β(−, −) is a multiplicative bilinear form defined in Section 2.1. We set To distinguish, we shall write ′ f + (resp. ′ f − ) the free F-algebra generated by E i (resp. F i ), for all i ∈ I. We denote the algebra isomorphism by ι + :
Moreover, the graded structure on
3.3. Skew Hopf pairing. For any ν ∈ Z[I] and j ∈ I, we define F-linear maps j S, J ν and K ν from ′ f − to itself by
It is clear that K ν and J ν are well defined. We now check that j S is also well defined. The commutative relations on H ′ are trivial. By the definition of l S, for any i, j, l ∈ I, we have
Proof. For any i, j ∈ I, τ 1 , τ 2 ∈ Z[I] and x ∈ ′ f − , we have
Similarly, for any i, j ∈ I, τ 1 , τ 2 ∈ Z[I] and x ∈ ′ f − , we have
This shows that ρ + (J i E j ) = ξ(j, i)ρ + (E j J i ). The other defining relations for ′ f + are straightforward.
We define a bilinear form φ :
The bilinear form φ is well defined. It is clear that φ(x, y) = 0 if x, y are homogenous with different gradings. Moreover, for any ν 1 , ν 2 , τ 1 , τ 2 ∈ Z[I] and any
This can be shown as follows. Proof. Part (a) in Definition 1 follows directly from the definition of φ.
We show (b) in Definition 1. For any ν 1 , ν 2 , µ 1 , µ 2 , τ 1 , τ 2 ∈ Z[I] and any x ∈ ′ f + , y ′ , y ′′ ∈ ′ f − , by (17), we have
By the definition of ∆ + , we may write ∆
By comparing (18) and (19) 
We show (21) by induction on |x|. If x = E i , (21) can be directly shown by the definition of φ. Assume that (21) holds for x ′ , x ′′ . We write ∆ + (
. This proves (21) and, therefore, (b).
We show (c) in Definition 1. By using (17) and a similar argument as we did for (b), (c) is reduced to (22) by induction on |y|. The case that y = F i is straightforward. Assume that (22) holds for y ′ , y ′′ in the second component. We write
). This proves (c).
We now show (d) in Definition 1. By definition of S + , for any
By (17), for any ν 1 , ν 2 , τ 1 , τ 2 ∈ Z[I] and any x ∈ ′ f + , y ∈ ′ f − , we have
By using |x| = |y| and comparing two identities in (23), (d) is reduced to
We show (24) by induction on |x|. The case that x = E i is straightforward. Assume that (24) holds for x ′ , y ′ and x ′′ , y ′′ , respectively. We write ∆ − (y ′ ) = y ′ 1 ⊗ y ′ 2 and ∆ − (y ′′ ) = y ′′
where τ 12 is the operator interchanging the first and second component of the tensors. By using this identity, we have
). This finishes the proof.
Recall D ij from (1), denoted by J + (resp. J − ) the ideal of ′ f + (resp. ′ f − ) generated by ι + (D ij ) (resp. ι − (D ij )). Let
In the rest of this subsection, we shall show that φ induces a well-defined skew-Hopf pairing
Similarly, for any ν, τ 1 , τ 2 ∈ Z[I] and any i, j ∈ I, we define F-linear maps
A direct calculation shows that these maps are well defined. Let G(i) = ξ(i, i) 1/2 , ∀i ∈ I. In general, there are two different choices for G(i), we shall choose one such that
Then we have the following lemma.
The proof is similar to those for Lemma 4 and (21). We now define a new bilinear form φ ′ :
The bilinear form φ ′ is well defined.
By Lemma 5(ii), we have
This equality can be directly checked by the definition of φ ′ . We notice that the coefficient on the right hand side of (27) is different from the one in (17). The difference is ξ(τ 1 , |x|) −1 .
Lemma 6. For any homogenous elements x ∈ ′ f + and y ∈ ′ f − , we have φ(x, y) = G(|x|)φ ′ (x, y).
Proof. We show it by induction on |x|. If |x| = i, we have
Assume that the lemma holds for x ′ , x ′′ ∈ ′ f + in the first component. For
Here we use the fact that |x ′′ | = |y 1 |. This finishes the proof.
By Proposition 2, we have
By comparing the definition of l r with that of S l in (25) , we have
Lemma 7. For any homogenous elements x ∈ ′ f and i ∈ I, we have
Proof. We show it by induction on |x − |. Recall the definition of i S from (15), the case that |x − | = j is trivial. Assume that the lemma holds for x, y.
Then we have
Lemma is proved. By (28), (29) and Lemma 7, we have
Corollary 1. The bilinear form φ induces a well defined skew-Hopf pairing
Proof. By the definition of f + and f − , it is enough to show that J + and J − are in the radical of φ, i.e., φ(ι + (D ij ), y) = 0 = φ(x, ι − (D ij )) for any i = j,
x ∈ ′ f + and y ∈ ′ f − . By (17), we may assume that x ∈ ′ f + and y ∈ ′ f − . If |x| = |y| = 0, there is nothing to show. We now assume that |x| and |y| are not equal to zero. Then we can write x = E l x ′ for some l. By the definition of φ and (30), we have
Similarly, φ ′ (ι + (D ij , y)) = 0 for any i = j. By Lemma 6 , we have
By Proposition 3, there is a Hopf algebra structure on f + ⊗ f − , denoted this Hopf algebra by U β,ξ .
Algebraic presentation of U
i for all i ∈ I. We now calculate defining relations of U β,ξ in these generators.
Since f + and f − can be thought as subalgebras of U β,ξ , the algebra U β,ξ carries on all defining relations of f + and f − . It is easy to show that by (iii) in Proposition 3, we have Similarly, by (31) and (32), we have
We note that U β,ξ admits a triangle decomposition U β,ξ ≃ U + ⊗U 0 ⊗U − by repeating the argument for ordinary quantum groups word by word, where U + (resp. U 0 or U − ) is a subalgebra of U β,ξ generated by E i (resp.
3.5. Hopf algebra structure on U β,ξ . By Proposition 3, U β,ξ has a Hopf algebra structure with the comultiplication ∆, the counit ε and the antipode S given as follows.
In this section, we shall show that various quantum algebras in Section 2.3 admit a Drinfeld double construction by specializing the parameters β(i, j) and ξ(i, j), for all i, j ∈ I.
4.1.
The entire two-parameter quantum algebras. In the case of the two-parameter quantum algebra (see Example 1), we set β(i, j) = t Ω ji −Ω ij and ξ(i, j) = 1, ∀i, j ∈ I.
Let G(ν) = 1 for all ν ∈ N[I], then (26) holds.
Under these settings, we get the following presentation of an entire twoparameter quantum algebra U v,t , generated by symbols
i , J ′±1 i , ∀i ∈ I, and subjects to the following relations.
i commute with each other,
Let U v,t be the two-parameter quantum algebra in [FL] associated to (I, ·).
By Proposition 5, if we set J i = J ′ i = 1 in Section 3, then the construction in Section 3 provides a Drinfeld double construction of U v,t . This recovers the results in [BGH, BW] . 4.2. The entire quantum superalgebras. In the case of the quantum superalgebra (see Example 2), we set ξ(i, j) = t 2P(i)P(j) and β(i, j) = t i·j t 2P(i)P(j) , ∀i, j ∈ I, where t = i.
Then, i, j = (v −1 t) i·j . We have ξ(i, j)ξ(j, i) = 1 and i, j = j, i , ∀i, j ∈ I.
Let G(ν) = t (P(ν)) 2 for all ν ∈ N[I], where P(ν) = i ν i P(i). It's easy to check that G(ν) satisfies (26). Under these settings, we have the following presentation of an entire quantum superalgebra U v,i generated by symbols
i , ∀i ∈ I, and subjects to the following relations.
Let U q,i be the quantum superalgebra defined in [CHW] associated to (I, ·) which is a bar-consistent super Cartan datum. Let I be the ideal of U v,i generated by {K i K ′ i J i − 1, ∀i ∈ I}, and U sq v,i the subalgebra of U v,i /I generated by E i , F i , J ′± i , K ± i and (J i K ′ i ) ± . Then we have the following proposition.
Proposition 6. The map ς : U q,i → U sq v,i sending
4.3. The entire Multi-parameter quantum algebras. In the case of the multi-parameter quantum algebra (see Example 3), we set β(i, j) = v i·j q ij and ξ(i, j) = 1, ∀i, j ∈ I.
Let Us ,p be the multi-parameter quantum superalgebra defined in [KKO, Section 3] associated to (I, ·) which is a bar-consistent super Cartan datum. Let L be the ideal of Us ,p generated by {K i J ′ i + v −1 i , ∀i ∈ I}, and U sq s,p the subalgebra of Us ,p /L generated by E i , F i and (K ′ i J i ) ± , ∀i ∈ I. Proposition 9. Under the assumptions (13) ands ij =s ji , the map σ :
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